ABOUT:
Acrymatte® is supplied with a PE film to keep the surface safe during manufacture and installation.
Fingerprints will show on the surface if there is a residue left on the surface – whether it be from your
cleaning agent, or the adhesive from the protective film. Having a clean surface to start with is essential to
ensuring a smudge free surface.
HOW TO:
To get off to a good start, we recommend cleaning the surface with A1 Desolvit to remove the adhesive
residue after installation.
For regular cleaning, simply use a damp microfibre cloth with a wee bit of detergent to cut any oil. Make
sure to completely dry the surface with a soft towel to avoid any streaks.
PLEASE NOTE!
We do NOT recommend using an anti-static cleaner (such as Vuplex that we use on the Acrygloss®) as this
leaves a residue on the surface.
The use of abrasive cleaning or scouring agents can cause damage and should be avoided. However,
Acrymatte® is resistant to many chemicals. In case of doubt, please test a sample patch before applying to
the larger surface.

Warranty
The Consumer Guarantees Act applies to Acrymatte® doors by Sage Doors Ltd. All Acrymatte® doors and panels
come with a 10 year guarantee to the original purchaser against all defects in the materials.
The Acrymatte® panel surface is waterproof. However, while the Invisedge® is 97% water proof, we cannot guarantee
that is is water resistant. Care should be taken to ensure edges (especially those that are unclashed) are not exposed to
continuous or excessive steam and water. Water should be wiped up to avoid swelling.
Please Note: The guarantee will not apply in cases where the product has been damaged after manufacture through
misuse, negligent cleaning, water damage, or maintenance.
Liablility will be be limited to replacement of the doors and panels. Sage Doors Ltd will not meet any costs of refitting
or installation. Under no circumstances will liability exceed the current purchase price of the original goods.
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